Lively dialogue has broken out on Class Action’s new blog about classism in education, in politics, in the media and in everyday life – reaching more people with our vision of a world without classism.

“Classism Exposed blog is fabulous.”
- Engaged Intellectuals blog

The editorial team for Class Action’s forthcoming anthology of first-person class stories – Felice Yeskel, Maynard Seider, Jenny Ladd, and Chuck Collins – holding the manuscript of Caviar, College, Coupons and Cheese.

Role-playing how to make an environmental justice coalition into a better cross-class alliance, at a Class Action workshop for the Environmental Support Center in Washington, DC.

Student services professionals pool their knowledge of how to address first-generation college students’ concerns at a recent Class Action workshop.
Class Action’s **bigger pool of workshop leaders** bring in new ideas for uprooting classism:

Jerry Koch-Gonzalez explains the stages of multicultural organizational development.

Wellesley College students practice responding to classist comments, at a Class Action workshop facilitated by Betsy Leondar-Wright.

Our **Women Building Bridges project** helps faith congregations in Western Massachusetts reach out to the wider community for cross-class dialogue and mutual aid. They learn to make their congregations more welcoming to low-income people.

In WBB’s Peer Learning Group, Joanne Sunshower and Rose Sackey-Milligan facilitate leaders from the Prison Birth Project, Mothers of Color Initiative, and MotherWoman to share their best practices.

In the Good Eats project, class-diverse members of the Amherst Survival Center & North Congregational Church learn cooking skills from local chefs and create meals for hungry families.

Our trainers also teach their varied skills and related areas of expertise elsewhere, deepening their Class Action work.

**Women Building Bridges** “supports people to consider what it means to be ‘in service of’ others, rather than ‘helping’ them, by listening and collaborating together.” — Pastor of North Church